Description of activities:
1. Morning shift: wake-up, call, distribution of tasks and lunch, in a row, police cap and sword.
3. Food Distribution:
* under the authority of vivandières, aide-de-camp, furriers ... who will have checked the number of presences
* distribution at the market level with trolley possibly ...
* ration voucher in the village by platoon and drum (accompanied by map, a local guide ...)
4. Soldier's school, patrol and free quarter
The soldier's school makes it possible to supervise new recruits and to put themselves in condition. The
objective of the patrols is to travel through the site in an orderly manner with men in uniform and with
subsistence equipment if the squad were to stop at a merchant or estaminet. The free quarter allows the troop
to wave freely on the site, at the museum but always in uniform.
5. Platoon maneuver : consists of reviewing the basics: forming and breaking the platoon, position of platoon
leaders, second section leaders, guides, conversing and turning, flank and oblique march, in tight column or
at a distance...
6. Maneuvers of the battalion: depending on the number of rifles, it will be formed either platoons or half
battalions... The basic principles of training or deploying the column will be work, the battalion fires...
7. Inspection and review of troops
The platoon will go to the place indicated for the inspection, the platoon will be put on a line, havenbag and
weapon on the ground, after ensuring silence, holding, the call will be pronounced and the equipment
checked.
8. Duties :
These are the daily tasks that animate life on the camp, making cartridges, preparing rations, supplying wood,
water, ensuring the cleanliness of the camp, lighting lanterns, playing a period game, building a barricade.
9. Meal of the troupes
Meals are taken together on the camp at the time of the call of the furriers and non-commissioned officers
who will have previously informed the men of their squads.
10. Tour guard to the Emperor
They will be defined by squad and platoon of 6 or 8 men.
1. From the bivouac
2. At the Emperor's meal, 2 soldiers at the entrance to the "chalet", 2 or 4 at the Imperial tent. Password to
be agreed for any person in uniform entering the site.
They will be designated in the early afternoon.

